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Learning English as a second language is a challenge faced by many
children. This research has focused on the language learning and
acquisition of a middle primary school student, new to Australia, from
France. The English language development of this French student in a
mainstream classroom of a primary school within Western Australia has
been examined.

The student, Rene, is a nine year old male child who is a fluent speaker
of the French language. His English language development was studied
over a ten week period where he was taught in a mainstream classroom
with the assistance of a bilingual English I French support teacher. He
started the year as a beginner in English in the mainstream class and
with an understanding that his L1 would continue to be used.

The study identified the early movement from Basic Interpersonal
Communication Skills {BIGS) to the beginnings of Cognitive Academic
Language Proficiency {CALP) and showed a relationship between these
language skills and Mohan's Six Major Knowledge Structures.
Understanding of vocabulary which contained complex concepts was
made possible through bilingual education. The presence of a person
on staff who was available to work as a partner in the classroom, in a
bilingual speaking capacity was invaluable, particularly in the early days
when communication with the child was limited.
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Methods of.. data collection included observation, anecdotal records,
diary entries, work samples, content lesson tests, video and tape
recordings and photographs. These data were documented and
analysed to provide an accurate and actual account of a child learning
English as a second language within a mainstream classroom.
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English, as a second language, is taught at many schools and language
centres throughout Australia. This case study focuses on the language
development of a nine year old French-speaking boy who is at the
beginning stage of learning English in a mainstream Year 4 classroom at
a school in Perth, Western Australia. His English language development
and participation in activities were monitored and analysed. To protect
those people involved with this research all names within the thesis are
fictitious.

Background
The 8 family, consisting of father, mother and two children, a boy and a
girl, arrived in Australia from Paris, France, in January 1995. Mr. B came
to establish and manage a new French-owned company in Perth. Mrs. B
has a profession but is not seeking employment in Australia. Mr. 8's
occupation requires him to travel to various countries, frequently
leaving Mrs. B to manage the household. The male child, Rene, has
been placed in a year four mainstream class and his sister Celeste
started in the Year 1 class at the same school. The children's home is in
an affluent suburb and is near to the school. Both children attended
Kindergarten in France and Rene had completed three years of school
and had commenced grade 4 in Paris before arriving in Australia. Both
parents speak English and the children, on arrival in Australia, spoke
only French.

Mr. 8 insisted that his children be enrolled at a school close to their
home because he did not want his children to attend an intensive
language centre away from their local community. He wanted his family
to settle quickly and establish friendships in their own community. Mr. 8's
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company agreed to finance a bilingual English I French teacher to
instruct and assist his children in a mainstream classroom for five
mornings each week and for as long as was required.

On behalf of the family, the school principal employed Mrs. C, as the
bilingual teacher. Initially Mrs. C shared her teaching time equally
between the children and this allocation of time did not change until term
four, when Rene showed a greater independence in the classroom.
Extra time was then given to the younger child. Mrs. C and the grade
one and !our teachers met monthly to discuss the children's progress.
A formal meeting between principal, parents and staff members
involved with the education of the children was organised once each
term, where progress and specific problems were discussed and
solutions sought.

The Significance of the Study
The significance of this research is that it provides an actual
documented case study of a child learning English as a second language
in a mainstream classroom. Particularly interesting is the special daily
support provided to the Non English Speaking Background (NESB) child
by a bilingual English I French teacher working col!aboratively in the
classroom with the mainstream teacher.

There are various ways of documenting second language development
in a school setting. Three models are of particular interest for this
project. The models are: Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills
(BIGS) and Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency (CALP) which
identify the effect of context on language use and Mohan's Six
Knowledge Structures which examine language use in classroom
curriculum subjects. In the Australian context, the Australian National
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Languages and Literacy Institute of Australia (NLLIA) bandscales have
drawn in part on the Cummins' model (BIGS I CALP) to record student
development in English as a Second Language and use will be made of
these scales in this study. A third area that is highly relevant to this study
is that of bilingual education.

The Purpose of the Study
This research aims to:
1
Map the progression of Rene's English development from
conversational (BIGS) to academic language (CALP) over a
period of ten weeks.
2
Document progression of English language through Mohan's Six
Major Knowledge Structures of Description, Sequence, Choice,
Classification, Principles and Evaluation.
3
Investigate links between BIGS and CALP and Mohan's Six Major
Knowledge Structures.
4
Examine the effects that tuition in French has on Rene's English
language development.

Research Questions
1

What evidence is there in Rene's language use that there is
movement along the continuum from BIGS to CALP?

2

To what extent does Rene's language use demonstrate
progression across Mohan's Six Knowledge Structures?

3

In what way does the support teacher's use of French contribute to
Rene's English language development?

4

What other key factors contribute to Rene's English language
development?
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Relevant topics examined in the literature review include the following:
1
The distinction between BIGS and CALP and to what extent their
mastery suggests language proficiency and educational
achievement.
2 . The implication that interpersonal communicative skills take much
less time to acquire than academic language skills in the school
environment.
3
The role of the National Languages and Literacy Institute of
Australia (NLLIA) bandscales in Australian classrooms
catering for the needs of English as a Second Language (ESL)
students.
4
Mohan's Six Knowledge Structures and their relationship to the
acquisition of English language in the mainstream classroom.
5
Evidence of benefits of bilingual education for students who are
learning English as a second language.

Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills (BIGS) and Cognitive
Academic Language Proficiency (CALPl
Research conducted by Cummins and Swain showed that there was an
assumption amongst teachers and psychologists that children who had
attained superficial fluency in "Social English" had in fact mastered the
language. Their research showed a need to distinguish between
conversational fluency artd academic aspects of the target language.
Data showed

communication skills are largely mastered by immigrant students
within about two years of arrival in the host country, and it takes
between five and seven years, on the average, for students to
approach grade nonns in L2 academic skills
(Cummins & Swain, 1986:156).
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This distinction between SICS and CALP was intended to warn against
assumptions that children no longer required support on the basis of
attainment of surface level fluency in English. Part of this confusion
could have been due to the fact that SICS is not only social contextembedded language of the playground, but also curriculum contextembedded, concrete supported English language used in classroom
contexts.

It has to do with procedural context-embedded, concrete

supported English language use within the classroom-it is not social but
is transactional in the sense that it facilitates the business of the
classroom; but it is still very much context-embedded and does not share
the features of the CALP fonns of classroom language. Some teachers
saw their NESS students coping with English in both the playground and
in the classroom and equated the procedural use of English in the
classroom with true CALP use of English. One of the questions of the
research identifies the issue of the movement of a student's use of
English from SICS to CALP.

Cummins and Swain recorded their

research findings on this point (1986:153).

Clearly, context-embedded communication is more typical of the
everyday world outside the classroom, whereas many of the
linguistic demands of the classroom reflect communication which
is closer to the context-reduced end of the continuum.

Although this is regarded as the norm in this proposal, Saville-Troike
(1988:265) says,

Not even the often presumed natural progression from concrete
interpersonal interaction to abstract context reduced language
skills holds true for all learners and for many the sequence may be
exactly reversed.
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While it may be true that not allleamers follow the sequence outlined by
Cummins because of individual differences it would seem to apply in the
majority of cases.

Native speakers of a language use language creatively and with intuitive
mastery. Proficiency or complete competence in second language
learning is, according to Stern (1985), "hardly ever reached." The
context-reduced and context-embedded continua would not alone
define proficiency or competence in language so Cummins has added
anoth!'!r dimension to his model. The level of cognitive involvement has
been added to the range of contextual support in the model. Cummins
(1986) suggests that "these dimensions are directly relevant to the
relationships between language proficiency and educational
achievement." Cummins developed a framework showing the range of
contextual support and degree of cognitive involvement in
communicative activities. (Cited in Cummins & Swain, 1986:153).

This framework is outlined below.

Cognitively undemanding

c

A
Contextembedded

Contextreduced

BICS

CALP

B

D
Cognitively Demanding

Cummins' framework proposes the following.
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Language proficiency can be conceptualised along two continua.
First is a continuum relating to the range of contextual support
available for expressing or receiving meaning and the second relates to
the degree of cognitive involvement required to complete this process.
The extremes of these continua are described in terms of contextembedded versus context-reduced communication and cognitively
undemanding versus cognitively demanding communication.
They are distinguished by the fact that in context embedded
communication the participants can actively negotiate meaning
....and the language is supported by a wide range of meaningful
paralinguistic and situational cues; context-reduced
communication, on the other hand, relies primarily... on linguistic
cues to meaning (Cited in Cummins & Swain, 1986:152).

The elaboration of the BIGS and CALP distinction through this
framework was created to darify simplification and misunderstandings of
the complex issues underlying language perfonnance.

NLLIA Bandscales Catering for the Needs of ESL Students in Australia.
The NLLIA bandscales are an Australian il'1itiative catering for students
entering classrooms at various levels of English language proficiency.
These scales are structured through sets of progressing descriptions of
ability called profiles which are levels of attainment and learning
outcomes for learners from Junior Primary to Secondary. The structure
of the scales makes use of the BIGS and CALP model.
ESL research and indeed the reactions of teachers to the scales
point to the illusion of ovei"all proficiency given by ESL students
who have a high level of language ability in personal, social and
general school contexts. On deeper examination it may be shown
to be a surface ability, masking a low level of ability in the academic
context and putting these students at risk in perfonnance of school
tasks related to both oracy and literacy (NLLIA, 1994:A22).
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These bandscales provide teachers with the tools that will guide their
realistic expectations of student progress to a particular level of
language achievement.

Mohan's Six K:·,owledge Structures.
Mohan (1L :f)) has identified Six Knowledge Structures which supply a
comprehf•'' ;;ive framework connecting language, thinking and content.
The six structures are divided into two main groups: the practical
knowledge structures of Description, Sequence and Choice and the
theoretical knowledge structures of Classification, Principles and
Evaluation. Mohan (1987) suggests three principles for sequencing
content within his proposed framework:

The first is that learning experiences should move from practical to
theoretical. Learners gain new knowledge initially through direct
experience and observation and then make the transition to more
abstract thinking about an activity. The second principle for
sequencing involves choosing content topics which develop from
practical and mediate toward the more theoretical and abstract.
The third principle relates to the nature of classroom discourse.
Mohan argues that it is essential to begin classroom teaching with
situational, context-bound language and then move in the direction
of language use related to content in more abstract, context-free
settings (Cited in Peny, 1987:140).

The tenn "activity" used by Mohan has a much broader meaning in this
context than simply doing something. "An activity is a combination of
action and theoretical understanding ...and need not involve physical
action" (Mohan, 1986:42-45). Mohan (Cited in Perry, 1987:137) explains
the relationship between his concept of an activity and the knowledge
structures. An activity can be divided into a practical, direct action
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situation and the more theoretical, general background information that
relates to. ihe specific situation. He argues that these particular
structures can be applied to all other action situations as well.

Early and Mohan both refer to the transferability of knowledge structures
across content areas.

The ways in which knowledge is structured are similar from
situation to situation. This raises possibilities for the transfer of
certain language and thinking skills across different content areas
and situations and thus across the curriculum ... exploring a topic
through the six categories of knowledge framework provides a
starting point for developing student tasks which integrate the
development of academic discourse and the comprehension of
content (Early, 1990:569).

Perry (1987:137-143) does not tully support Mohan's view that
progression in language development moves from practical to
theoretical and poses the following questions:

Is this direction, (practical to theoretical) most desirable for
teaching and learning? Is this direction best for all learners, or do
some learn better when they begin from a theoretical base? The
level of maturity of the Ieamer, individual learning strategies, and
previous learning experience may play important roles in optimal
sequencing.

Individual differences as outlined by Perry are important factors to be
considered in the clasuroom. Saville-Troike (1988:256-266) in her
·research also makes reference to differences in chilllren's learning
styles in the eight to twelve age group.
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A most common fonn of social interaction for children in this age
range . was entirely nonverbal ..... lt is important to note, however,
that not all the children engaged in social interaction with
peers during this period ......The Type 8 (inner-directed) learners
were more successful in reaching Stage IV (labelled "academicfunctional"), which is characterised by competence in contextreduced language skills ......For some, achieving social competence
came only after a relatively high level of academic competence
·was reached.

NESS children who appear shy or introverted may require some
assistance in making friends with the English speaking community. They
may in fact be applying themselves to academic pursuits as a
compensatory strategy. An awareness of and knowledge about
individual differences assists the teacher in planning environments that
are conducive to the learning of English.

While most students successfully progress along the continuum from
Practical to Theoretical there are, as Parry and Saville Troike point out,
some students who make stronger progress if the reverse is
implemented. However it io likely that these students are in the minority.

Further criticism by William Perry (1987) is directed at Mohan's
"assumptions that the knowledge structures included in his organising
framework are indeed relevant structures....and it is important to note
that it is often difficult to separate knowledge structures from each other.'
Perry's point is valid in that the differences between the structures in
Rene's use of English were not always clear and emerged only after
involvement had occurred with the topic /language.
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For example when Rene related a sequence of events in a story and
then in the· same session gave his own ideas about the moral of the story
then the difference between Mohan's Structures of Sequence and
Principles was quite clear.

The research in this study provides evidence of the inclusion of Mohan's
Six Knowledge Structures in the speech of an NESB child at the early
stages of English language acquisition, despite the difficulty in identifying
the structures, as Perry points out.

Application of Mohan's Six Knowledge Structures to classroom contexts
can be demonstrated by the following table.

Types of Knowledge S!ruclure

Types of Thinking Skills

Types of Key Visuals

describe, compare~ contrast

plansldra\\'ing, table

~~~ccn~.p~ti~o~n~~~:==:~----~O~b~se=N~e~.~id~e~nt~i~~.•~,.=b~el~.l~o-ca-te-.--~P~ic~tu-rd~s~li~de~,~d~iag=~~.~m=ap, ~
equence

Arrange e\•cnts in order, note
. changes over time, follow
directions, note cycles and
processes

:

Timelinc:. action strip,
Oowchan C)'clc

Decision tree, flow chan

Make decisions, select,

propose alternative solutions.
sol\'e problems. form personal

opinions
passifieation

rinciples

Classif)•, define, understand,
apply, develop concepts

Web, tree, table

Explain and predict; interpret
data and draw conclusions:
formulate, tes!, and establish
hypo!heses; understand, apply
causes, effects, means, ends,

Line graphs, cycles, Venn
diagram

lI
!

rules
~valuation

J

Grid, rating cha.rt, table mad

Evaluate, rank, appreciate,
judge, criticize.

book.

Knowledge FramewClrk and Key Vhuals

(Early, 1990:570)

I
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Bilingual Education for Students Learning English as a Second
Language:
Empirical evidence has shown that there are a number of significant
advantages to be gained by adopting bilingual education in the teaching
of a second language. Native speakers focus on communication rather
than on language structures because general concepts within the
content of the L 1 have been mastered. This largely subconscious prior
knowledge is stored as a whole and consists of all of the person's
experiences of the world in relation to each other.

L1 literacy and conceptual knowledge constitute central
attributes of the individual that help to make academic input in the
L2 comprehensible. If a second language Ieamer already
understands concept X in L 1 then L2 input containing that
concept will be considerably more comprehensible than if concept
X is not understood in L 1 (Cummins, 1991 :78).

New concepts learnt in the second language must also be taught in the
first language for real bilingual learning to occur. If concepts are not
established in L 1 then learning is incomplete as the linking of concepts
and ideas particularly in the early stages cannot take place in L2.

Cummins (1991 :83) points out that

bilingual programmes have demonstrated that Latino students in
late-exit bilingual programmes who have had at least forty percent
instruction through Spanish throughout elementary school show
better academic prospects in English than comparable students in
English immersion or early-exit bilingual programmes.

i
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It has been assumed by critics of bilingual education that valuable
English lesson time was being used up byl1 tuition. Evaluation of
French immersion programmes in Canada and the United States clearly
show "that instruction through a minority language usually entailed no
adverse consequences for English language development" (Cummins,
1991 :77).

Apart from lhe education benefits gleaned from bilingual education,
there are certain humane aspects that require consideration, and these
have been outlined by Saville-Troike.

The acquisition of English as a second language by young children
is quite likely to be at the expense of their native language
development .. .lf bilingualism and L1 maintenance are t."Onditions to
be cultivated, as many of us believe, we have an ethical
responsibility to recognise the vulnerability of young learners and
to find ways of keeping language options open to them at least until
they reach an age of informed consent. (Saville-Troike,1988:266).

At school children learn new concepts in English and if these concepts
are not known in the child's L1 then communication with parents about
Garrett
the school day is limited to non academic discussion.
(1994:382) attributes "improved comm:.mication between parents,
children and relatives, and a better understanding of cultural traditions"
to bilingualism in the classroom.

Although there are obvious differences between Rene's learning in L1 in
this project and the above bilingual immersion programmes, in that Rene
was given personal tuition by a bilingual English I Frenclh teacher in the
mainstream classroom, the principles established in these studies have
clear relevance for this research project.

I
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The research findings of Cummins, Mohan, Labov, Dodson, Gibbons,
Vygotsky, Diaz and Klinger have influenced the major part of this study
and the following gives a brief outline of the relevance of their research
to this theoretical framework.

The Cummins BIGS and CALP model will be used to show Rene's
English language development along two continua. Language will be
analysed for the amount of contextual support required to express and
receive meaning and for the degrees of cognitive involvement necessary
for communication to take place.

Mohan's Six Knowledge Structures provide specific forms of language
which are at varying levels of cognitive complexity. The teacher's role is
to formulate questions which are deliberately designed to elicit the
structures of Description, S~quence, Choice, Classification, Principles
and Evaluation which will be used to show the student's ability to
understand and use English containing these specific language
structures. For example a question asking for a title to a picture relates
to the Knowledge Structure of Description and a question asking how
the rural environment in the picture would be different if a major highway
were introduced is seeking to elicit language> that is predictive and in tum
relates to the Structure of Principles.

The first three structures of Description, Sequence and Choice are
practical structures and the teacher's questions are less complex than
those required for the theoretical structures of Classification, Principles
and Evaluation. Thinking skills required for the latter structures are at
levels necessitating complex cognitive involvement. Thus tor a Ieamer

I
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to demonstrate a capacity to function at these theoretical levels indicates
progress in English language proficiency in that the language use has
developed beyond narrower practical structures. Mohan suggests the
use of Key Visuals in the form of pictures, timelines, tables and diagrams
to activate the thinking that is required for composing language
containing the Six Knowledge Structures and to support and clarify the
often complex language used by the teacher in the attempt to elicit these
structures in the student's language.

The NLLIA bandscales will be used to show Rene's level of attainment in
English. These scales describe and predict typical English language
behaviours along a continuum through sets of progressing descriptions
of ability.

Cummins, Mohan and the NLLIA bandscales are models for language
development which, by their intrinsic relationships, provide a solid base
and structure for the teaching and learning of English. The NLLIA
bandscales follow the Cummins' model and show language behaviours
that are developmentally sequenced along the continuum from concrete
context-embedded social language to academic context-reduced
language that relies exclusively on the written or spoken form.

There is a subtle difference between Cummin's Academic Language
Proficiency and Mohan's theoretical Knowledge Structures. Academic
Language Proficiency is the ability to understand and produce formal
language structures whereas the theoretical Knowledge Structures
require complex cognitiJe activity where thoughts are structured,
concepts synthesised and new schemata are formed. Cummins' vertical
continuum shows the degree of cognitive involvement ranging from
cognitively undemanding to cognitively demanding processes required
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for the understanding and production of language. Cummins has
provided a 'tool for the analysis of language in its degree of cognitive
complexity whereas Mohan outlines the specific structures of the
language that combine thinking skills and the use of language. It is the
connections and relationships between these three ways of recording
language development that will be instrumental in demonstrating Rene's
English language progress.

Rene's language achievement is dependent on the amount and quality
of English language exposure, motivation to learn and involvement in
activities. Research conducted by Labov (1970) and Littlewood (1981)
has influenced the organisation of this classroom. Both researchers
have found that children learn from children and claim that the
involvement of students with each other in compatible groupings
According to these theories
enhances self esteem and motivation.
Rene's placement in groups with sympathetic and talkative peers will
facilitate an intrinsic need for communication in the target language. It is
a deliberate strategy that utilises the very nature of children and
provides the need and motivation for learning English i;; a
communicative and fun way. These strategies are useful for all stages
of learning English for the NESB student Social language is freely and
quickly learnt in the playground with peers and also with guidance in the
classroom. Careful peer grouping provide opportunities in the classroom
for the exploration of language concepts that are not familiar in the
student's L 1 experience and serve as the vehicle for progression
towards the acquisition of academic language. This research
incorporates these ideas in the way the collection of data pays particular
attention to Rene working in teacher-free settings.
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Bilingual teaching for conceptual development in both French and
English is, !!&COrding to Diaz and Klinger (1991 ), Vygotsky (Cited in
Skinner, 1985) and Gibbons (1991 ), significant for immediate learning
and for future learning. Vygotsky (Cited in Skinner, 1985) and Gibbons
(1991) both lay claim to the importance of bilingual instruction in the
early stages of L2 acquisition where there is not the necessary
knowledge of L2 to facilitate the making of meaning. It is at this stage
that the student's thought processes are fluctuating between L1 and L2
in the attempt to make the language connections so that understanding
is possible.

Gibbons (1991) believes that language concepts must be complete in
both languages during this early time for real understanding to occur.
Gaps in conceptual understanding cause the loss of important
connecting and synthesising elements and result in limited
comprehension. If one language does not have the same information
as the other, then when transference takes place, an information gap
occurs and understanding is incomplete.

Diaz and Klinger (1991) claim the need for bilingual education is at the
beginning stages of L2 acquisition. On the other hand Dodson (1985)
proposes a need for bilingual education at all levels in the classroom in
order to keep the lines of communication open between the student's
home life and school. One implication of their work is that as ability in L2
increases then the need for conceptual support in L 1 may decrease.
This study may provide useful evidence on this issue.
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This section describes the strategies used to generate data and the
methodology of data interpretation and analysis. An outline of the data
collection programme is followed by the data generation strategies
which include: teaching across the curriculum and integration of content
and peer groupings. Daia was analysed using Mohan's Six Knowledge
Structures and their relationship to BIGS and CALP.

Methods of data collection included observation, anecdotal records,
diary entries, work samples sorted into chronological order, content
lesson tests, videos, tape recordings and photographs of Rene's school
activities. These data were documented and analysed to provide an
accurate and actual account of a child learning English as a second
language within a mainstream classroom.

This research case study aimed to use a qualitative model as a
framework for collection, analysis and description of data. Ten weeks
were set aside for data collection and analysis where fifteen key lessons
were recorded throughout the period. A structured programme was
drawn up detailing the systematic collection of data in the fonn of videos,
tape recordings and work samples.

I
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According to Bums, (1994:313)

a case study allows an investigation to retain the holistic and
meaningful characteristics of real life events. They are valuable as
preliminaries to major investigations because they are so intense
and generate rich subjective data which may bring to light
. variables, phenomena, processes and relationships that desei"Ve
more intensive investigation. There are two ways of improving
construct validity. Firstly, through multiple sources of evidence,
and secondly, by establishing a chain of evidence that links parts
together.

The use of multiple sources of evidence was vital to this case study and
access to corroboration with the bilingual support teacher along with
evidence gleaned from interviews with Rene's parents enhanced the
validity of the research. Multiple sources of evidence in a case study
"allow for triangulation through converging lines of enquiry, improving
the reliability and validity of the data and findings" (Bums, 1994:321 ).

Table of Programme for Gathering Data
The following data gathering sessions were selected in order to obtain
as broad a range of Rene's language use as was feasible within the time
available for the project. The sessions range over different audience
types, subject areas and language usages over the ten week period.
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The balance between the various lessons is outlined in the following
table.

Week

Examl1!es
of oata

Fonn

Mohan's

o!Data

Structures

Chi!Q with
Mrs.C

Collection
t

2

Discussion

Sma!IGroug

Mainstream
Teacher
•

Audio-tape
Prefiminary
questions about
topic
Building grass Video
huts
Audio·tape

Personal letter Written

Child with

•

•

Description

•

Audio·tape

"On Site•

Big Book
Written
Worksheet
Comprehension

Choice

•

Houses suitable

for various
environments

3

Discussion

Audio-tape

•

Audio-tape

•

Big Book

4

Construct
bridges
Report

Six Knowledge

Whole class

Structures

•
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Week

Examples

Fonn

Mohan's

Child wnh

Child wtlh

of Data

of Data

Structures

Mr&C

Mainstream
Teacher

Collection

5

Discussion

Audio-tape

Evaluation of

Small Group

•

Six Knowledge
Structures

Bridges

6

Discussion

Audio-tape

•

Six Knowledge

Structures

Texfless
Picture Book

·windows"

7

Discussion

Audio-tape

Texture in

•

Six Knowledge

Structures

Structures

8

Discussion

•

Audio-tape

Election
Speech
Election

Written

Repeat

Audio-tape

Questions

10

Oral testing

•

Choice

Speech

9

Principles

•

Six Knowledge

Structures
Audio-tape

•

Big Book ·on Site•

•
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Tear,hing Across the Curriculum and Integration of Content.
The class·programme was a Social Studies I Science I Language
integration based on content instruction. The texts used were "My
Place" by Nadia Wheatley, "On Site" by John Pollock and "Window" by
Jeannie Baker. Children were required to create a suburb starting from a
natural setting. They explored such issues as suitability of the
geomorphology of the area for development, choice of building
materials, variation in structure types, culture and recreation.

Peer Groupings
Groupings in the Year 4 mainstream classroom were designed to
encourage maximum learning for individuals. These children were
rotated regularly depending on the quantity and quality of interaction
within the group. Rene was grouped with sympathetic and vocal people.
Initially a bilingual French I English speaker was seated next to Rene and
after that children were regularly moved to give him many and varied
child language models. When a special friendship developed, then that
child remained in the group for an extended period. David was seated
next to Rene for four weeks and later was moved to a different seat in
the same group thus allowing friends to remain together and also
allowing for the valuable influence of new student models.

Mrs. C, the bilingual support teacher, conducted Big Book discussions
for 45 minutes daily. Initially one book was used each week and later
when the English in the books became more complex the books were
discussed for longer periods. Rene had personal bilingual instruction
with Mrs. C before each new book was introduced to the whole group
which consisted of no more than six students in one lesson. Rene
participated in the Big Book discussion sessions daily and a new,
different group of children was grouped with him each day. These
groupings were taken directly from the mainstream groups which meant
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that the children were all able to work well together. By the end of the
week Rene had exposure to the oral language of all the children in his
class.

The emphasis on grouping was stimulated by the ideas contained in the
following quote by William Labov (1970). "In the sociolinguistic study of
language learning we can begin with the fundamental observation that
children do not speak like their parents. The child's English will resemble
that of his peers." Although Labov's study involved lower class black
American children in New York it does have relevance to this study in
that children learn language from other children. llg and Ames (1965:93)
describe the typical nine year old as tending to be more interested in
friends than in adults and of valuing the opinions of peers above those of
adults. The group setting encourages infomnal conversation between
equals and allows the student of ESL to listen, practice and explore
language in a non threatening environment.
Brandes & Ginnis
(1990:15) see the need for encouraging communication with peers in an
educational setting. ·A Ieamer's affective and cognitive growth are
enhanced by positive interaction with other learners."

Littlewood (1981 :93) discusses the importance of creating opportunities
for communicating with peers.

The development of communicative skills can only take place if
learners have motivation and opportunity to express their own
identity and to relatll with the people around them ... One of the
most obvious features about the development of communicative
ability (so obvious, indeed, that it can easily be ignored) is that it
occurs through processes inside the Ieamer....
Communicative interaction provides more opportunities for
cooperative relationships to emerge... and gives learners more

•
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opportunities to express their own individuality in the classroom. It
also helps them to integrate the foreign language with their own
personality.

When a bond occurs between the language Ieamer and members of the
target language group then a need for communication is created and
once ·this occurs it would be very difficult to prevent L2 acquisition in an
interpersonal communicative capacity.

Cummins & Swain (1986:152-153) point out that "Context-embedded
communication derives from interpersonal involvement in a shared
reality... where the participants can actively negotiate meaning and where
language is supported by a wide range of meaningful paralinguistic and
situational cues."

Relationship Between Mohan's Six Knowledge Structures and BIGS and
CALP
Mohan's practical knowledge structures of description, sequence and
choice are concrete in nature and relate to the concrete supported
(BIGS) aspects of language, while the theoretical structures of
classification, principles and evaluation relate to expository learning and
are academic in function (CALP). Saville-Troike (1988:266) asserts that
"academic language competence should replace communicative
competence as the primary goal for English instruction for the vast
majority of children who need this more advanced competence for
success in school." This is a particularly valid point since research has
shown that academic language takes five to seven years to master in
second language contexts. By teaching language across the curriculum,
academic aspects become the focus for instruction. "In developing the
language resources necessary to talk about description, sequence,
choice, classification, principles and evaluation we have an opportunity
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to develop a broad oompetence in the language which is transferable to
the Ieamer's needs across content areas" (Mohan, 1986:74).

Mohan's model is particularly pertinent to this research in which the
subject is placed in a mainstream class and thus learning English
through syllabus oontent material. "The integration of language teaching
with the teaching of academic content in thematic units appears to be a
particularly promising way to develop simultaneously student's
language, subject area knowledge and thinking skills" (Early, 1990:568).

Nunan identifies the problem of fragmentation if lessons are not correctly
sequenced and supports Early in the need for connecting lessons. He
makes reference to the Topic Solution as an integration strategy. "Units
of work are organised around topics which provide internal coherence to
the units of work ...Topics can reflect the needs of the learners, general
interest. through content areas such as science, geography, etc"
(Nunan, 1991 :215).

Data Analysis
Language transcribed from audio-tapes and video cassettes was
examined for evidence of movement from interpersonal oommunicative
skills to academic language skills incorporating evidence of Mohan's Six
Major Knowledge Structures. Analysis of the use of French in bilingual
oontexts was conducted and the evidence of language proficiency was
assessed.

Unexpected evidence of Rene's English language development was
revealed during dala analysis. The Mohan, Cummins and NLLIA criteria
of language development did not recognise what appeared to be

I
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significant flexibility in Rene's English language use. This flexibility could
best be deScribed as Rene's use of humour and sarcasm in English.

Limitations
Language was not always clear and audible, particularly when children
in groups were speaking together. To overcome some of these
difficulties a dictaphone was attached to Rene during group language
activities with excellent results. Initially Rene was timid in the presence of
the recording equipment, but as time passed he became used to it and
was mature and responsible in its use. It was because of this initial
awkwardness in being singled out that it was decided not to use
recording equipment in the playground. No formal recmdings were
made apart from observational anecdotal records and informal
questions asked of class members pertaining to friendship groupings,
which language was spoken and Rene's general ability to communicate
needs. Parents were not formally interviewed in their home as there
was a reluctance on the part of the researcher to invade the privacy tor
the purpose of making formal recordings. Informal discussion with Mrs B
revealed that French was spoken in the home.

As with all case studies, it is difficult to establish causal links between
specific aspects of the language environment of the classroom and the
language behaviour of Rene. Far too many variables exist including
non-classroom factors, to allow direct connections to be made between
the details of his language output and conditions which gave rise to
them. Although there has been an attempt to isolate variables and
corroborate evidence, it still remains difficult to identify causal
relationships and any conclusions drawn in this regard are more likely to
be correlational. The usual limitations in sampling behaviour in a case
study apply, despite attempts in the data gathering to obtain a
representative snapshot of Rene's total language output.
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The analysis of data covers five broad areas and these are described in
this chapter.

1
2
3
4
5

The Use of French
Humour and Sarcasm in the Use of English
Use of Language in Content Areas
Writing in English
BIGS and CALP

The Use of French

Early Days
The following is an extract from Rene's first semester report written by
Mrs C.

At first (February-April), conversation was mainly in French,
although he (Rene) was able to read quite a lot of the text. He did
not understand many of the words and much translation was
needed. His concepts however were very good and he
immediately understood almost everything once translated (Mrs.
C, 1995: bilingual English I French teacher).

French took various roles throughout this year but apart from initial
frequent use in the early part of the year it has not been a dominant
feature in Rene's academic and social language development at school.

I
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Near the beginning of the year Mrs. C found, "that Rene had no desire to
write in French and very early asked to write a letter in English that he
could send to his friends in France" (Mrs. C, 1995). The following letter
was written by Rene in collaboration with Mrs. C.

•.
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It was sugge.sted by Mrs. C that he might like to write in French to start
with "but he began in English and has never once written in French
unless especially asked to do so" (Mrs. C, 1995).

He did write the full story of Little Red Riding Hood in French during the
first month of the school year when asked to do so by his mainstream
teacher. He completed the story in class and without a dictionary or
teacher assistance. An extract follows which shows that he has well
developed literacy skills in his L1. Corrections are in brackets.

(beurre)

2>flwa __

I
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Translation (Mrs. C 1995)
Once upon a time there was a little gir1 called little Red Riding Hood.
Her mother said to her, "take this bread and butter to your Grandmother
but don't stop on the way." "Yes," she said. little Red Riding Hood did
not listen to her mother. She picked strawberries on the way.

July, August and September
Examination of transcripts of conversations between Rene and Mrs C ·
identified that the use of French was currently limited to word to word
translation and isolated phrases between English and French. Examples
of how French was used at this stage are outlined below.

Rene and Mrs. C are discussing the design of his "Suburb," in a project
that was completed by him in the mainstream class.

R
T

It will be a big suburb
Yes it might be a little suburb and if it is a suburb it must have
facilities. You know facilities? "Le choses" are things that people
will use to make them have a comfortable life.

Mrs. C and Rene discussing the book "The Little Prince" (English
version).
T
R
T
R

Here he is, there he is conceited, "il est vaniteux." (he is conceited)
Oh yeah, I remember.
"II est vaniteux?"
Yeah.
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"At this time .French is spoken only if he encounters a word he does not
understand· and that is seldom" (Mrs. C, 1995).

Rene's attitude and approach to English at school was affected by his
ability and unwillingness to speak French when he was learning to speak
English. He refused to mix the two languages and seemed to have his
own ideas about learning English. His personal preference to keep
French and English separate at school did not appear to be driven by
majority I minority language issues. This was made quite clear during a
one-off LOTE French lesson in the classroom where Rene contributed
confidently to demonstrations of correct pronunciation and interacted
excitedly with the teacher in French. Tuition was exclusively through
French and not a mixture of French and English.

In all the transcripts there is only one example where Rene initiates
speaking in French. This occurred as an aside at the end of a
mainstream class small group lesson where he spoke into the
microphone as a signing-off gesture.

R

(Spoken in French. Transcript was not clear and Rene could not
identify the exact wording in French. He told me that this is what he
said.)
Now we can start speaking French. Mrs. D, I think you won't
understand because it's in French.

Directly after this dialogue he came to me laughing and told me that
there was something on the tape that I would not understand.
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The only extended aside in French occurred at this time in the form of an
instruction given by Mrs. C.

T

"II fot (sic) parler un peu." (You should talk a bit)
Because when you are doing that you are not talking much.

This instruction was in response to Rene wanting to draw and thus
decreasing the amount of language produced.

A feature of the use of French at this stage is that Mrs. C uses the two
languages only to show close similarities between words in
pronunciation and appearance.

Mrs. C and Rene are discussing the Big Book "On Site."

T
R
T

R
T
R

Plaster. So what's plaster. Rene, do you know what's plaster?
No.
It's a same kind of word as in French ... very similar. (plaitre) What
do you think it means? "The ceilings are being plastered." Now
think, what does it mean?
On-they put the ceiling.
Put the what?
They finish putting the ceiling.
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T

R

Yes, they put the ceiling and sometimes they have plaster. they
don't just have the wood or a sheet, they have plaster and they
make it look beautiful. And sometimes they have a carving and,
they, to make it look very nice. You understand?
Yes.

Mrs. C and Rene discussing and reading "The Little Prince."

T

R
T
R
T
R
T
R
T

"Vaniteux admirateur" same kind of, in English there is a word vain
and vanity and in English there is a word admirer and you say in
French "admirateur," and we are looking for modest.
I think it will be "modeste."
Yeslthinkso,um,no ..
Oh I know, maybe "modernite"-or not...
Ah "le vaniteux," "saluer," (greet) "Modeste."
"Modeste."
So you know.
Yes
"Saluer." See how many words in English are the same as ah, the
French words. Aren't they?

Throughout the collected data there is not one incidence where Rene
asked for translation to clarify or enhance meaning of concepts or words
in his L1 and it is not clear from these transcripts whether or not he was
understanding when he responded with "yeah" or "yes." Gibbons
(1991 :4) points to strategies that children employ when faced with new
language.
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Often children's fluency in the playground masks their real
difficulties in English. and because they sound fluent in informal
situations, their real language needs may go undetected. Many
children become good at hiding their difficulties and develop
strategies that make them appear competent language users.
They may use formulaic expressions or avoidance strategies in
speaking, simply ignoring any communication that they do not
understand.

Rene would not have understood all the communication that occurred at
school and he was not constantly asking for clarification so it would
appear that he was hiding his language problems and the situations
described by Gibbons are feasible. On Rene's insistence, English and
French were used separately. When he was spoken to in a situation
where he was required to learn English he responded in English even
though the communication was in French and when he was learning
French in the classroom then he quite happily used French as a means
of communication. The situation was different at the beginning of the
year even though he made deliberate decisions about which language
to use and when. During Big Book lessons with Mrs C in February,
March and April Rene had a limited use of English and a great deal of the
time was spent by Mrs C in bilingual teaching where she explored
concepts in French and in English.

Research findings of Diaz and Klinger (1991 :178) could provide an
explanation for Rene's language behaviours.

The effects of bilingualism occur at the beginning stages of
second language learning and therefore after a certain threshold
level of second language proficiency no additional cognitive
variance is explained by increasing levels of bilingual proficiency.

In the ear1y stages of learning English in the year four class, concepts
were developed firstly in French and then later in English. He was not
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able to control the bilingual teaching and explanation that occurred in the
daily Big Book lessons but he did insist on writing in English at school
during private tuition time with Mrs C. The sequence of the diminution of
the use of L1 over the period with Rene is consistent with research on
the issue. Rene was not passive during this process; his contribution to
his English language development has been through the exercising of
his own personal decisions about keeping French and English separate
in his spoken and written language.

A great deal of research has established the need for bilingual teaching
particularly in the early stages of L2 acquisition. Vygotsky comments on
an imbalance in language acquisition if L2 is used solely for teaching.
"When L2 is used as the language of instruction both a "language
proficiency gap" and a "cognitive gap" are the immediate result. Both
gaps reflect the reductions in meaning that are available to the student."
He goes on to explain. "If by the use of L1 the Ieamer can more quickly
connect thoughts and words to increase meaning it makes sense to do
so" (Cited in Skinner, 1985:377).

Vygotsky uses his ideas to formulate his predictions for future
achievement. "When L2 becomes the sole source of instructional
content not only does immediate learning suffer, but future learning may
suffer because concept development has been retarded" (Cited in
Skinner, 1985:377).

At the onset of learning a second language, thinking takes place in the
L1 of the student and concepts are transferred from L1 to L2. Gibbons
(1991 :6) says, "though the language itself is new, the concepts are
familiar ones and what you are developing is a new label for old
learning." During this time of transference of L1 to L2, concept

:''
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developmen! must be complete in L 1 for real understanding and for
holistic transference of meanings to be moved from one language to
another.

Gibbons (1991 :6) clearly shows this significance.

Now imagine how much more difficult it would be to tell the time in
an unknown language if you had not first learnt to do it in L1 and
perhaps had never seen a clock. Now there is nothing to peg your
new language to, and it will be much harder for you to learn.

Bilingual teaching occurred in the first three months in the current Year 4
classroom and gradually this focus was reduced as Rene's knowledge of
English increased. During the months, July, August and September
bilingual teaching was reduced to the translation of words from English
to French or vice versa. Rene used the English I French dictionary and
asked for English clarification which was often supported with concrete
examples in the form of pictures. diagrams or paralinguistics.
Rene's mastery of the BIGS form of English was well under way but this
was not the time to stop bilingual support in the classroom as the more
complex form of English termed CALP takes much longer to acquire,
understand and use. Social Studies, Science and Mathematical
concepts sometimes provided a challenge for the mainstream teacher in
making them concrete and comprehensible to Rene. Mrs C was
occasionally asked to work t\1rough these with Rene in French.
Implications of the sole use of L2 in academic programmes are
discussed by Dodson (1985:341 ). His research findings related to a
Welsh immersion programme and point to difficulties encountered in the
home if concepts are not developed in L1 at the school level.

I
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Children find it extremely difficult to communicate in English about
schoo!·subjects since they are taught only in Welsh. In other words
the gap between what has become their specific preferred
language (Welsh) in areas of education and what is inevitably their
specific second language (English) in these same areas, has
become too wide for them to be classified as balanced bilinguals in
these important areas of their lives.

Rene's progress in learning English was rapid over the ten month Year 4
period. By the end of the year he had little difficulty in communicating his
needs and wishes in the playground and during informal situations in the
classroom. There was also evidence of understanding in areas of
academic language. How much avoidance was happening was not
clear. Both Dodson and Gibbons believe in the conceptual development
of L 1 in learning a second language and point out the problems that
could be encountered if this is not the case. Dodson (1985:341) makes
the point however, that "the proportion of active bilingual mediumoriented interactions with the teacher decreases as the secondlanguage proficiency increases." Rene started in the Year 4 classroom
as a beginner in learning English. He had intensive bilingual English I
French teaching with Mrs C for the first three months in the mainstream
classroom when his production in spoken English was limited. As his
knowledge and ability to communicate in English increased then the
quantity of bilingual teaching decreased.

Humour and Sarcasm in the Use of English
Rene was a well liked person in the mainstream class and established
his individuality through his sense of humour. His wit shone through in
later months as his language proficiency increased. Downey and Kelly
(1979:19} make reference to humour and jokes in the classroom, "it can
often serve to enhance a sense of comradeship and well being." and
"humour may indicate social solidarity within a group." Rene, through his
individual use of language very quickly established a place for himself in
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the group._ The numbat was his favourite animal and he made
reference to it many times during this year. The same language topic,
when regularly repeated and intended to be cute, caused instant
laughter particularly when these items were predictable. The numbat
became individual to Rene.

The following interaction took place during a serious discussion with Mrs.
C about writing an election speech for the position of Lord Mayor of the
suburb that Rene created.

Mrs. C

R

Mrs.C

Now, there are some people who don't know you, don't know
you, they've never heard of you, so , if you want to stand for
election you have to have a speech, you have to make a
speech to all the people saying what you will do, why they
should choose you to be the best to be the Mayor, OK?
I know why they should choose me, because if they chose
me, I'm, I will give them lots of little numbat, I will have a zoo
with lots of numbat.
OK, people cannot live on numbats, they cannot eat
numbats. They, so they, no seriously you will have to decide
what you will do, what is the best thing for you to do to be a
good Mayor so all the people in your suburb will be happy,
OK?

The lesson continued.

Mrs.C

The people go in and they take a paper and they put 1,2,3,4
alright? So no one gets, gets that is the vote, they put one
near Rene Band if Rene B gets most of the votes, he is the

I
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R

Mrs.C

R
Mrs.C

Mayor.
(Laughing excitedly) And if I said I'm not, there's too much
people and again, pow, pow, pow. I'm the only one.
(Intonation)
I'm the only one left.
Yes .... to vote for me. (Intonation)
Anyhow, well, let's be a little bit serious now.

The following is a similar example of humour and it occurred during a
technology lesson where the children, in groups, were building bridges
using spaghetti . Rene was in a group with David.

D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R

But there's, there's no truss work on the arch, there's no
truss work.
Hm ..
You've got the arch principles here and it just spans, that's a
good, why is it a good design for what you want?
Because its not really large river, so an arch cannot be really..
(muffled).
The arch, that's a good span for a narrow river, very good
span and the arch will support it, one arch going across.
The other thing ... (laughing)
We will have a try.
Are we going to eat the bridge for dinner?
With mince, cream?
Yes
Yeah,OK.
You should putthe ..(mufffed) ..make it hot and hot.
I'm feeling hungry now, I wouldn't like to eat all that glue.
No.
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When the bridges became a technology exercise the spaghetti lost its
edible property and became a building material. This reality was
completely reversed with Rene's comments in reference to the edible
nature of the structure. Rene was asked to report on his group bridge
building exercise. Here he punctuated a serious presentation with
humour. He delivered his presentation to the whole class and inserted a
humorous segment at the onset. He then responded to the mainstream
teacher's questions in a manner that showed he was not deflected from
the seriousness of a formal presentation to the class.

R
T
R
T
R
T
R
T
R

It's a pontoon bridge, it's made out of spaghetti. It's good for
oook.
What is the pontoon bridge floating on?
Boat.
Who uses a pontoon bridge?
Army.
OK, just tell me what is a pontoon bridge?
Hmm ..
What, how does a pontoon bridge work, and what's the use
of one?
You put boat in the water and then you put plank on the boat.

Rene was able to apply humour using English in differing contexts and
across audiences in one to one interaction and in whole class situations.
De Bono (1991 :89) aligns the use of humour with the ability to think
laterally. "If we somehow get across from the main track to the sidetrack, in hindsight we can see that the track back is obvious. That is the
essence of humour. .... ln lateral thinking we seek to do exactly what
happens in humour." However, there were other aspects of Rene's
facility to use English for humorous purposes. In the following dialogue
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Rene showed his ability in English through the use of Barcasm as a
means of. achieving his goal.

Rene and David were very good friends. During the bridge building
David believed that he had the most difficult part and Rene the easy one.
David began to lose interest and Rene wanted to get the bridge
completed and used a number of strategies to coerce David into action.
The ensuing struggle involved sarcasm as a means of control.
Fairclough (1992:35) says, "those who exercise power through
language must constantly be involved in struggle with others to defend
(or lose) their position." Initially it appeared that Rene was not
comfortable in using the direct approach and continued in a back and
forth manner indicative of a power struggle.

R
D

R
D
R
D
R
D
R

D

The bridge is not even finished.
The bridge is not even started. How am I going to do this Rene,
you've got the easy bit. Let me do that.
No
Then I'll just have to do that.
This is not, easy.
Easier than mine.
What have you done?
Nothing.
Something, I've done something. You can start doing something,
can you? Oh no don't start doing that Davey. Don't start being
crazy.
Oh please Davey, don't help me.
I want to help you.
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R

D
R
D

I will love to but but but do you understand I I well I not now
because now right now I need to do this. No Doug no no you can
build the tower. (Said very quickly with words blending into each
other.)
Urn ... you got me to do the hard bit haven't you?
Yeah.
· You idiot, you can do the hard bit now.

Rene did not like this negative reference to his intelligence and
proceeded to challenge his friend using language in the form of
sarcasm. Rene showed that he was quite a powerful, determined little
person who was able to use language to make a point.

R

You said you not idiot, so you clever.

and

R
D
R
D
R

and

We start a suspension bridge so you don't talk and start OK?
About what?
Doing something. How come you not know what to do? You said
you not dumb.
I'm dumb.
No you not (pause) ..Davey, what are you doing? (inflection)
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R

You want to build so small tower? What's that? What was that for?
Of c6urse its good, don't cry Davey you can do something, you're
so clever.

and now using a more direct approach.

R

You not trying to do anything.

and

R
D

When when you say you were trying you were not.
lwasRene.

Rene was a slender person of average height for his age and in no way
would his physical stature have intimidated another child in this class. He
was able, through language, to establish himself as a powerful presence
in the struggle for victory with his friend.

Humour and sarcasm was surprising evidence and was first identified
during analysis. These examples show the creative sophistication of
Rene's English language use and his ability to control situations through
the use of humour and sarcasm. This degree of flexibility is not
accessible to some native speakers of the English language and there
may well be definite connections between the use of humour and
sarcasm and the Cummins and Mohan models.
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Use of Language in Content Areas
Rene started in the mainstream Year 4 classroom at the onset of the
school year and was at the beginning level of learning English.
Communication with Rene was a team effort where teachers and
students used concrete supported English in the attempt to make
themselves understood. Rene's English acquisition was a gradual
process and as his language ability increased so too did his knowledge
and ability to use language that is representative of Mohan's Six
Knowledge Structures.

For example, in order to elicit these structures, a textless book called
"Windows" was chosen which related to the class theme "Design a
suburb." This book, "Windows" is temporally sequenced showing the
gradual change from a rural environment to an urban one. Previous
work covered on the theme related to the study topics "World
Environments" and "City Development" through the big book "On Site."

The plan for the reading of this text was adapted from the principles
outlined by Margaret Early in her Pre-Reading steps (Early, 1991 :247).
1.
Scan the book.
2.
Develop vocabulary with the child.
3.
Establish, validate and evaluate the student's prior knowledge.
4.
Encourage the student to ask questions about vocabulary and
concepts.

Teacher questions were used to help develop a wide range of language
around the concepts contained in the book. The following framework
based on the Six Knowledge Structures served as a guide for these
questions.
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Description:
Sequence;··
Choice:

Classification:
Principles:
Evaluation:

Who, what, where, people, settings.
What is happening, what happens next, what happens
in the end?
Why do the people do what they do? What choices do
they have? What could they do differently? What is the
problem?
What environments are involved in this story? What
are the concepts or ideas?
What is the moral? How are concepts related?
What is the world view on environments and change?
What are the values, what counts as good or bad?

Mohan's Six Knowledge Structures emerge as part of Rene's response
to the illustrations in the textless book "Windows" during a one-to-one
lesson with Mrs. D. (The mainstream classroom teacher)

Description
Mrs. D
R
Mrs. D
R

Can you tell me about this picture?
There's some kangaroo.
What, what, what is the whole picture about? What's it
showing?
The mother, some baby and some kids.

Sequence
R

(He sees a kookaburra on the page and relates to a personal
experience) Ah, kookaburra, I have seen one, yesterday I
was sitting, on the, I was sitting looking T.V. and 1.. .. .1 saw
kookaburra just sitting on the mat looking at me. I'm getting
out and was one metre from him and I said I want take a
photo of him. I take his photo, he just look at me.

•
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Choice
Mrs. D .· Why does he come into a rural environment with the child?
Why do you think he did that?
To show the child.
R
Mrs. D
What?
What is it. What is it like, all the beautiful things.
R
Mrs.D
So urn, why didn't he stay living here?
Because there's lots of noise and some, it's dangerous.
R
You .. .little garden and there's Jots of road.

Classification
Mrs. D
Let's look at the environment and what's happening to the
environment. Look at that, what's actually happening here?
It's develop
R
Mrs.D
It's being developed OK and what's it being developed into?
Into a city.
R
Mrs. D
A city or what else? What do we call a small city like that?
A suburb.
R
Mrs.D
A suburb, gooo !.Joy. So it's becoming a suburb. It used to be
like that. (Previous pages)
Here little house.
R
And what's that environment called?
Mrs. D
(Pause) Rural.
R
Mrs. D
A rural environment, that's right. And what's it becoming
now?
Hm. Urban.
R
It's becoming an urban environment.
Mrs. D

Principles
Mrs. D
What would you tell these people, what would you say to

I
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R

these people if you were their friend?
. ·I will say, go somewhere that you can build anything
like in the mountain, go somewhere else because they can't
build something there. And cut out tree and get out all the
beautiful thing, kill all the good animals and if you're in the
mountains you not going to build a city there because there's
too much rock and dig in the mountain is not funny, there's
just rock.

Evaluation
Mrs. D

A

Now, what is good, what is good about this environment and
what is bad about that environment? This is the urban
environment. What's good about it and what's bad about it?
You got lots of people to tell with, ifs good and you can go
you got shopping centre nearly everywhere and its bad
because ifs really polluted.

Evaluation
Mrs. D
R
Mrs. D

R
Mrs. D
R
Mrs. D

R
Mrs.D

R
Mrs.D

R
Mrs. D

Hm, yes, what's happened now?
Now he got a baby
But where is he now?
Now he is changing again.
To what?
To another little house in the rural environment.
Good boy ..
Near the big city that..
Yes
Old house.
And so ..
It's going to be the same again.
That's right. OK.

I
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R
Mrs. D
R
Mrs.D

R

You
. can do this and it's never finished.
It will never finish, that's right, it will go all over again, urn ..
But if they don't have baby..
You think that if he didn't have a child he would stay in the
city?
I don't know, but the story will stop. (Referring to the
sequence of progress from rural to urban as shown by the
the illustrations in the book.)
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Textless pi?ture books proved to be an excellent stimulus for reading,
writing and oral discussion. After the pre-reading discussion using the
book "Windows" Rene then completed a written comprehension activity
relating to the concepts that were discussed.

What happens as time passes?

'\£,w -w:!:t.-~--t!Jjj£--~--~-kf!J. __rud,_eu>Q.Lj;y,-0i
~CQJCL~,-~~--~~--~--------------------------------------Why is this happening? What choices do people have?

-~o..<d.-~-~--k~JdJ~~-->dJr¥~rCk¥.u-----

-4}-~~:f.o:.-~_:t\k_~_Jf.um..JL..P-k_Y_ru;z"-""'-~+---Describe the different environments in this book.

1(;\".. ,' A

n, •n

-J. r:vu} -~--2lrlmti.2'f' ~!:k. f:. _____________ ___

----------------

----':1-~--'-"j-w.IL!,;<C__ - ' ~~~ffi...M-t=t
----------------------------'-~
c'ifv.J..
_.•;a~-~.......
1
~---------------------------\UU.t\Wl.. . --"~o
J.'b./l..u~---------------------------~What rules could be made to prevent this from happening?
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You are the Ruler of our Planet Earth. What important message will you
tell your people about looking after the environments on Earth?
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B
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The following are further examples of the emergence of Mohan's Six
Knowledge Structures in a range of contexts and with a variety of
audiences.

Whole class audience. Rene is addressing the class and Mrs. D asks a
question about his bridge.

Mrs.D

R

How does a pontoon bridge work?
You put boat in the water and then you put plank on the boat.
(Sequence)

A social chat with a class member after a group technology lesson on
building model shelters using available natural materials:

J
R

J
R

Do you like making this?
Yeah.
Why, why do you like doing it?
It better than work, better than writing.
(Choice-a personal opinion)

Small group discussion with Mrs. C using the Big Book "On Site":

Mrs.C

R

They have certain ways of finding out how the building
caught fire, where it started and they make a decision as to
whether, it, whether it was deliberate or not.
Why don't they put everyone that is in the city, (into) prison
so .. they catch the one who did that. (Choice-solve problem)
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and

R

And if someone stole your house you come back and house
isn't there.
(Principles-explain and predict)

Playing a game on the computer with one other child:

C
R

C
R

C
R
C
R

Jump up and ..
Look out there's someone there. (Description-observe)
Look out.
Turn around, just keep on shooting because there is a bad
guy. (Choice-make decisions)
Ah.
Jump up jump up. (Choice)
No let him come down.
Oh he dumb. (Choice-personal opinion)

One to one discussion about building materials for bridge building with
Mrs. D and Rene:

Mrs. D
R

and

Why aren't many bridges made of wood?
Because wood is not really strong, when you put wood in the
water it's not strong for a long time. (Principles-explain)
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Mrs.D

R

How do you know aluminium floats?
.··Because sometimes when I put a can of Coke in the water it
float. (Principles-predict)

and

R

I know why it float, because its full of air. (Principlesexplain)

and

R

But if you put water on it its not going to float.
(Principles)

Discussing environments:

Mrs.D

R

So what will happen if the volcano erupts?
Time for people to run away. (Evaluation)

Students have the capacity to understand language well before they
actually begin speaking and are often reluctant at this stage to use the
target language.
Assumptions about the student's level of
understanding prompt teachers to use closed questions that require
minimal responses. In Rene's case, his capacity with English has been
demonstrated through structured teacher questioning.

I
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When children enter primary school, often their thinking skills are well
developed in their mother tongue and because they are not proficient in
the target language it does not mean that their thinking skills are
deficient. Students who appear passive are in fact often deeply involved
in what is going on. When Rene arrived in the mainstream classroom he
was unresponsive and it was difficult at times to know how much he
understood. Questions were constantly reformulated in order to
ascertain his level of comprehension. Early questions were limited to
those requiring a nod or a shake of the head.

As Rene's oral English production increased so too did the complexity of
the teacher's questions. It was important then, when higher-order
questions were asked, that the length of wait time was increased to give
Rene sufficient time to process information and formulate his ideas.
When questions became more open they elicited responses that were
longer and syntactically more sophisticated and were more capable of
carrying complex meanings. Evidence of this was demonstrated in the
examples provided earlier dealing with a range of concepts and
spanning a variety of audiences. The teacher's questions were
formulated to incorporate Mohan's theoretical Knowledge Structures of
Classification, Principles and Evaluation. A student's level of thinking on
a subject and the ensuing response is often dependent on appropriate
teacher questioning.
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Writing in English
Rene's English language proficiency in September was established
using the NLLIA Middle and Upper Primary ESL Bandscales. His level
for the four Macro Skills was determined by examining his language
behaviours using the NLLIA descriptors in levels three, four and five. In
writing at level three the student uses inappropriate choice of vocabulary
and there is likely to be a mismatch of subject. Rene is using subject
specific vocabulary in his written work particularly in the more theoretical
curriculum areas of Social Studies and Science. This ability indicates a
level that is further along the continuum. At level five the writer uses
"more complex clauses." The examples shown in the bandscales at
level five are more advanced than those actually used by Rene in his
writing at this stage. Through this process of elimination it was
established that level four was the level that most represented Rene's
language behaviours in each of the four Macro Skills of writing,
speaking, listening and reading. Links between the spoken and written
mode will be discussed in the following section. Examples of Rene's
writing show a progression from language that is close to speech to the
more theoretical subject specific language of the Social Studies answers.
This progression proposes to show the relationship to the BIGS and
CALP model. The beginnings of CALP are not clear but may well be
identified by the subject specific vocabulary and increasing density of the
language used.
Nll!A MIDDLE & UPPER

Writing:Level4

PRIMARY

ESl

BANOSCALES

Middle & Upper Primary
ESL W4

.

'

Applying understandings of writing to experimenting with Jonguand mo~ struc~d dlsellurs~:drnwb1g
on knowledge of the world in Ll and English, and on Ll and English language and hteracy (to varytng degr-ee-~l.

Are able to write simple texts (e.g., narratives, reports, recounts, procedures)
modelled on those read with andlor by the teacher {but with ESL features as
described below.) Are continuing to experiment with language {this experimenting Is
a sign of language growth). Length of writing Is growing, but "depth" of meaning or
their writing In English Is held back by their limited English language resource.
Hue greater speed and fluency in writing because of
their fncrea$ed fluency in 5p0ken English and their
wk:ler knowledge bas.e in English; are prepared to
take more risks because of thls i.e. will continue to
keep the Ideas gt~lng and complete the text. knowing
that their first dnft will contain error:~. May make
more errors than before u they experiment. May
wish to express themselves in writing in their Ll {If

able to do so).

Are writing with ESt features instructure(e.g..
omission of artides and verb endings, and tense (time
orientation) difficulties). Writing is lnl1ui!'OO!d. by the
dllll'3ctelistioof their spoken language (e.g..
continua\ use of t~rid; spelling errors renecting
pronundation errors). ESL features will sometimes
cause loss of comprehensibilily. with reader luiving to
r~read, predict/ ask for the correct meaning.

Of
Nll!A MtOOLE & UPPER PRIMARY ESL BANDSCALES

Middle & Upper Primary .

Speaking: Level4

ESL 64

·

Extend log the r~gc of IUlgu<~ge beyond own immediate 50ciJ.l environment Uld upcrimenting with
lc:.uning through English: dr.lwing on knowledge of the world in L1 ~nd Eoglish, and on Ll and Engli~h
language and literacy (to varying degri.'I.'S).

Are able to Interact socially with peers and familiar adults in most informal school
contexts (e.g., teacher on playground duty; with peers in playground games; with
peers in the classroom in informal learning contexts {e.g., art and craft, games,
organisational language in group work)). Can give personal information, and describe
past and present events without great dHficulty; able to use words and phrases in
strings to participate in longer speaking turns.
Are able to recount an event or a series of events orally (e.g., in individual
presentations such as morning news (for middle primary learners)).
Can participate In academic learning activities on familiar topics if teacher and
contextual support {modelling, scaffolding, recycling of language etc.) and tirne are
provided (e.g., can describe processes such as The Water Cycle in simple terms).
ESt. features sUI! occur (see below) but will not generally impede overall meaning.
Can give a short prepared formal spoken report with heavy word-for-word reliance on
their written text and with little ability to respond to questions beyond giving yes/no
answers.
Are attempting to express more complex ideas and
more precision of meaning as t'· ·~ir English resource
grows. Attempts at explaining r.oorc complex ideas in
English (e.g., explaining a problem they have in
specific subject areas) may cause errors in syntax,
with breakdown in meaning sometimes occurring.

that), Are able to apply syntactic rules correctly (e.g.,

sub}eel verb agreement, appropriate tense) but not
consistently as they continue to make hypothC'SC'S and
place more emphasis on getting thc1r meaning across.

Are showing signs of early modality (iL.; could;
might; will; must; perhaps) (e.g., if {let it

go If:~:"_./ I/

score mt: I'll go. (Alfonso!).
May experience (rustration as they realise the
mismatch between English they can understand and
the English they can speak. May wish 10 usc ll for
emotional support and as a break (rom continual u~
o(English.
Are producing more complex language (e.g., using
subordinating conjunctions such as buauS<:, when,

SAMPLE
no my brolha h~ told tr.~ };, drt!lm ato<Jt IL';,~, he gat<t: tr.e
lets of cars 11nd lots af things for boys li~ .uropl~n~ 11nd
robots 11nd they say I was magU 11r.d I um take liWe ropes
and I (packd? I tacked) a;ayt!:ing with that rap.; and th"'
came um lillie um 01ts wa.s /:airy ar.J hair is to play with
books and other things like this ... tAgaJ.

I

I
I

(NLLIA, 1994)

Evidence of Rene's understanding is demonstrated by his level of
communication in written and spoken English. He can understand social
English in most contexts and uses the speakers paralinguistic cues to
make sense of what he hears. Rene speaks with a distinct French
accent eg "ze" (the). He makes grammatical errors that are not typical of
those made by a native speaker of English and an example of this
difference is shown in the following sentences. Rene is referring to the
size of the blocks of land in his new suburb which he called Numbat.
R

"Yes, big, I think there's not a lot like in Perth that got two acre big."

I
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The NLLIA bandscales at level four make reference to errors where
children ~are attempting to express more complex ideas and more
complex meaning as their English resource grows. Attempts at
explaining more complex ideas in English (eg explaining a problem they
have in specific subject areas) may cause errors in syntax, with
breakdown in meaning sometimes occurring" (NLLIA, 1994:C13).
Further examples of grammatical errors follow. Rene and a friend are
playing a game on the computer:

A

"I never been to anywhere,"

and discussing the texture of curtains with Mrs. D:

A
"Yeah, when it's blow too much we put this and so the wind stop a
bit, stop a bit the wind but one time there was so much wind and there
was my toys and the wind blow, blow, and the curtain go and touch all my
toys and all throw down away."

Rene's speaking voice was clear, expressive and easily understood by
children and adults at the school. Paralinguistic cues were not always
required to assist in his expression of meaning. This ability in spoken
English was transferred to writing and demonstrated the link between
the spoken and written forms. Rene began writing in lessons with Mrs C
very early in the year and his oral and written skills developed side by
side. While there are similarities between the spoken and written forms
of language there are also differences as pointed out by Halliday (Cited
in Nunan, 1991 :85). In Rene's case writing began as pers0nal and
narrative and progressed to more theoretical writing in content areas
such as Social Studies and Science.

I
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Below are some examples of Rene's written work. The first is a letter
written after completing the dwellings built using available materials from
the environment. Rene is writing to a friend in England giving his first
impressions of the Swan River Colony. The address was on the
blackboard and the rest of the letter was totally and independently
completed by Rene in class. This text demonstrates his use of speech in
the written form. For example language is in the present continuous,
(here and now) "is raining," he uses colloquial contracted forms, "I'm OK"
and leaves ott the "ed" and uses singular forms in "All the family
(families) have start to build houses."

·-·. ·- --··-

. . .
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Rene"s writing shows that he is developing proficiency in the written
mode. He takes a while to complete work because he is proud of his
progress in English and when he writes he is very careful to achieve a
high level of accuracy. Pronunciation errors are evident in his spelling.
He is willing to "have a go" at spelling words and uses his knowledge of
English and transfers this to words that he can't spell.
eg. "Nour"- our -now.

The draft copy of this speech was completed with Mrs. C following
discussions about the responsibilities of the Mayor of "Numbat." Here
Rene is still using a written genre that utilises the spoken resources
through spoken non-sentence fragments (punctuated as complete
sentences). "Roads just for bikes, roads for pedestrians." The final
sentence is syntactically complex and shows progress towards writing at
a more formal sentence level.
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The following is a worksheet that was completed by Rene in class
following lessons about housing structures suited to certain
environmental conditions. This work shows a more definite movement
toward the written form in that the language is non repetitive and non
circular. He is able to give reasons in the expression of causal
relationships ie "because." Features of this writing nonetheless still
include incorrect use of the preposition on I in, omission of verb endings
(need I needs) and plural markers (wall I walls).

area.

I
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This example of writing is in the form of answers to Social Studies
questions en the topic "World Discovery." language in this example is
less like the spoken form. Rene's spoken English language is currently
interpersonal, social and now to a lesser degree supported by
paralinguistic supports. Rene's writing in this example does not reflect
his usual spoken language. These written responses are subject
specific with words economically selected to form clauses and sentences
without the repetitions of the spoken form. There is developing density in
the lexis used, through items such as "journey'', "discovered" and
"weightlessness." He continues to omit verb endings, articles and
spelling
pronunciation errors, "soped" (stopped).
-

I. Write two problems thjl:l. early exploren; faced.
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3• Which two counlries lead the space race?
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Writing in 1'1 variety of forms (personal letter, speech, answers to social
studies questions) shows Rene's understanding and a developing ability
to express himself in the written mode. His responses are short and
ideas are expressed without elaboration. However the meanings are
clear. Text types are appropriate to the purpose and although elements
of speech are represented in the written forms, each piece of writing is
different and is identifiable and suited to its purpose. These examples of
Rene's writing are sequenced to show the progress from personal
writing containing many speech elements to writing that is more dense,
economical in wording and to the point. He uses vocabulary that is
specific to the curriculum content area about which he is writing. Pauline
Gibbons, (1991 :107) says

The best place for teaching genres is in those areas of the
curriculum where they naturally occur, such as social studies or
science. The teaching of language through context is almost
always more successful than teaching it in isolation ....The process
of writing should occur in all curriculum areas, not only in the
language block itself.

It is interesting that Rene actually experimented with writing in English
from the beginning and it is not unreasonable to claim that his
development in English language has been enhanced by this interest.
"Rene commenced to write in an unstructured form in his second week
at school. The idea was purely to let him put his thoughts on paper in
either French or English" (Mrs. C, 1995).
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BIGS and CALP
BIGS is social, experiential language, concrete in nature and is
supported by body language, gesture, facial expressions, pictures,
diagrams and hands-on materials. Meanings are expressed through
this colourful and active negotiation between people and concrete
situations where a rich bank of conceptual vocabulary is not necessary
and is in actual fact replaced by the supports. This context-embedded
language, whilst complex and difficult in the early stages of acquisition,
becomes less demanding once linguistic tools have been mastered.

CALP on the other hand is language both written and oral that is context
reduced, stands on its own with the meanings contained within the actual
words.

The communicative tools have not become atomised and thus
require active cognitive involvement. Persuading another
individual that your point of view rather then his or hers is
correct, or writing an essay on a complex theme are examples of
such activities. In these situations it is necessary to stretch one's
linguistic resources to the limit in order to achieve one's
communicative goals. (Cummins & Swain, 1986:154).

The following are examples of five samples of interpersonal
communicative skills (BIGS) in Rene's oral English language use. An
attempt has been made to sequence these five examples from those
that are cognitively undemanding and context-embedded to those that
are cognitively more demanding and less context-embedded. Cummins'
framework (PB) shows the relationship between the degree of contextual
support and cognitive involvement in communicative activities. Whilst
these later examples are not distinctly CALP, they do show a
progression by Rene in the Cummins model.
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Oral Sample 1
An aside ·during a one to one lesson with Rene and Mrs. C. was
supported with much gesturing:

R
T
R
T
R

T
R

Sometimes I like to go up in the roof so will go up in the roof. I throw
· the tennis ball, I went up the stair in ze roof, then I climb
Do you ask your father, you say, mum the ball is on the roof I have
to get it.
No, I said I need to get it and he say no, no, no, no. It's your ball go
up and get it. I said Yes.
How do you get up?
Like this for.... (gestures)
It goes something like this ... (gestures) and there's something from
ball cord, cord coming down like this (gestures) and that,
something for if you or the tennis ball, the tennis ball cannot go in
the pool or somewhere on the tennis court.
Your tennis ball has a cord on it, elastic, elastic so it stretch
Hm around the tennis court there's some cord and in that cord
there's elast. The ball go but the ball is stop by the wire.

Oral Sample 2
A one-to-one discussion about building materials suited to various
environments required pointing to and touching the classroom wall:

Mrs. D

R

What materials is, is, are best for a tropical environment?
What building materials are best for a tropical environment?
I don't know, I would, if I build something, I would put..... .
like this (pointing to the wall) out of reinforced concrete
because sometimes there's lots of rain and I will build with
reinforced concrete.

I
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Mrs. D

R
Mrs.D
R

OK what about in a temperate environment, would you build
. ·reinforced concrete in every environment here or are there
different materials that you would use?
I use brick, concrete
We'll have brick, that's still suitable
Mountain I will use, if its not too high I will use wood.

Oral Sample 3
Discussing bridges with Mrs. D. using pictures of various types of bridges
to stimulate discussion:

Mrs.D

R

Why would you have um .. Why would you have piers like
these? (pointing to picture)
Because if you don't put pier the bridge will go like this ....
(gestures)

and

Mrs.D
R

What about the truss? What's the truss principle mean?
The truss is a bridge that's got..hm .. bit like this ... (draws).

and

Mrs.D

R

OK there's another situation here, there's a side river with a
deep fast flowing channel in the middle and large boats need
to pass under the bridge, which bridge..
Cantilever

I

Mrs.D
R
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Yes the cantilever, tell me why
. Because the cantilever is strong bridge at the side and you
don't need any ot them. (pictures showing bridges with piers
have been available during the lesson)

· Oral Sample 4
Talking about recycling. language shows more continuity and is less
disjointed and although non-verbal techniques are still utilised, more of
the meaning is being carried through linguistic means:
R

like the bottle made out of glass, I will put them in a special places,
like they does in Paris. You put them in a big bin and you don't
open it and throw them in it, just put it in a hole like this (stands and
reaches up to demonstrate putting a bottle into a receptacle with
an opening that is well above his head) and it's filled with all the
other bottle and every week a big truck come and take them and I
don't know where they put them in the factory where they recycle.

Oral Sample 5
Discussing volcanoes without drawing, gesturing or referring to pictures:

R

I saw it wasn't an eruption but it was something in a place that there
was an eruption and all the city is all destroy, you can just see the
top of the building just the top but that haven't been destroy.

The sequence from Oral Sample 1 to Oral Sample 5 shows a gradual
reduction in paralinguistic support for language. In Oral Sample 5 the
vocabulary carries the meaning ("eruption· and "destroy") exclusively.
These examples attempt to show Rene's progress from context-
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embedded communication towards a minimal use of context-reduced
communication, which may indicate the beginnings of CALP usage in
English.

The following examples of written language show a further development
along the continuum towards CALP.

Written Sample 1
"Volcano Eruption" (Written Sample 1) is written language in the
narrative form. It is close to speech and shows BICS elements in the use
of repetition for descriptive purposes. (very, very big and very, very, very
scare) Although sentences are punctuated, the omission of connectives
gives the writing the feel of short sequences of chunks of meaning that
would be supported by broad gestures if they were in the spoken form.
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Written Sample 2
Rene reread the article and the questions by himself and answered the
questions without assistance. This writing shows Rene's ability to link
ideas and create sentences that are syntactically complex. II is
representative of the written form and further removed from contextembedded forms by the omission of contractions in the first two
sentences and the inclusion of connectives such as "because" for the
linking of more than one idea. The ability to interpret the metaphorical
use of language in the author's use of "desert" in a city environment is
indicative of processing that is within the requirements for CALP. This
display of Rene's understanding of the use of sophisticated language is
not consistently the case in his general mainstream classroom lessons
and this example of comprehension may well be linked to previous
lessons related to environments suited to suburb development. It is a
good example of Rene's ability to think laterally.

This example of Rene's writing shows a progression that is further along
the Cummins continuum than that for Written Sample 1 where language
was repetitive and close to speech.
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Evidence of the movement along the continuum from BIGS to CALP in
Rene's English use has been provided by the previous temporally
sequenced examples of Rene's oral and written language.
The
combination of concrete supported language and linguistic skills
provided the means for communication in Rene's early BICS English use
and as time passed concrete supports became less and were
successfully replaced by his new linguistic skills providing for at times
quite clear and meaningful communication.
Success along the continuum to CALP in language that is contextreduced and reliant on linguistic elements alone can be shown to a minor
degree and mainly through Rene's use of conceptual language related
to the theme "Design a Suburb" which was an integration of Science and
Social Studies curriculum areas. The use of subject specific vocabulary
and the precise wording in comprehension answers together show an
increasing density in English that is indicative of a movement along the
continuum towards CALP.

I
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This research project has obtained answers to four important questions
on the English language development of a nine year old NESB child in
the mainstream classroom. These questions with the relevant research
findings are listed.

Question 1
What evidence is there in Rene's language use that there is movement
along the continuum from BIGS to GALP?
The Cummins' model shows English language development along two
continua. The horizontal continuum from BIGS to GALP observes the
range of contextual support available for expressing and receiving
meanings and the vertical continuum relates to the degree of cognitive
involvement required to complete these processes.

There has been significant progress in Rene's English language
development during these past ten months from the initial silent period
observed in the first two months of this year to his recent ability in
September where he is able to converse freely in social English with
minimal difficulty in informal settings. This study did not include a large
range of examples of informal conversation between Rene and his peers
but those that were included show the breadth of his ability to
Interpersonal
understand and to express himself in English.
communicative skills were developed to the point where he could
converse with children and adults in most familiar and informal
conversational English contexts with few breakdowns in communication
in both spoken and written language.
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BIGS language in personal, social and general contexts is supported by
a wide range of meaningful paralinguistic and situational cues.
Academic language on the other hand takes much longer to acquire and
has a rich bank of conceptual linguistic tools which replace supports.
Rene's major accomplishments in English have been in the BIGS area.

The beginnings of CALP in Rene's English language use are not clear
but an indication of the movement in the direction towards the use of
context-reduced elements can be seen in the increasing use of
precise language through subject specific conceptual vocabulary used
to express meanings related to the theme "Design a Suburb" involving
Social Studies and Science curriculum areas. Although there has been
progress in Rene's ability in this use of English, clearly much remains to
be achieved. It is unrealistic to expect major developments in CALP
until secondary school.

Question 2
To what extent does Rene's language use demonstrate progression
across Mohan's Six Knowledge Structures?

Mohan has identified Six Knowledge Structures which supply a
framework connecting language, thinking and content. The structures
are divided into two main groups: the practical structures of Description,
Sequence and Choice and the theoretical structures of Classification,
Principles and Evaluation. These Six Knowledge Structures provide a
starting point for the development of academic discourse related to
content.
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Rene has demonstrated his ability to use these structures in his written
and spoken language. It was possible to identify all of the Six Knowledge
Structures in a single lesson but only when the teacher's questions were
deliberately structured in order to elicit responses containing the specific
structures. Early in the year Rene's language was limited to single word
responses and it was the mainstream teacher's task to make sure that
the student was not left in a void and understood as much as possible
and this was achieved through multiple concrete supports. As time
progressed his ability to comprehend and produce quite complex
language structures increased. When the teacher's language was
deliberately structured in order to elicit a higher level response from
Rene his answers displayed surprising clarity and thoughtfulness.

The analysis of transcript data highlighted the importance of teacher
questioning particularly in relation to eliciting language that is
representative of Mohan's Six Knowledge Structures. It was possible for
Rene to express both the practical and the theoretical language
structures when questions were specifically designed to provide
opportunities for Rene to aCtivate his higher level thinking skills. When
questions became more open they elicited responses that were longer
and syntactically more sophisticated and were more capable of carrying
complex meanings. Through the teaching of content that was
meaningfully integrated across the curriculum, it was possible to focus
on academic language and higher level thinking skills in the mainstream
classroom.
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Mohan's Six Knowledge Structures are related to thinking skills at
varying levels of complexity. The possibility of their inclusion in the
English language production of a child after just nine months of English
language exposure and tuition has been demonstrated by this research.

Question 3
In what way does the support teacher's use of French contribute to
Rene's English language development?

According to recent studies bilingualism in education contributes
positively to academic achievement. Bilingual education helped Rene
firstly in having a sympathetic adult that he could communicate his needs
with, and secondly in assisting in the conceptual development of
concepts in both languages, particularly during the period early in the
year when language transference was taking place between L 1 and L2.
Major benefits of bilingual education occurred in the first two months in
the classroom where Rene had intensive tuition in French and English.
The effect of bilingual teaching diminished as Rene's L2 proficiency
increased and this process is consistent with current research. With the
help of his bilingual teacher Rene began writing in English very early in
the year. By the end of the period under review his writing was starting
to move towards the purer genre of the written fonn.

During the designated ten week study period bilingual activity was
reduced to word to word translation and this occurred almost
imperceptibly and mainly through Rene's own early insistence to speak
and write in English. There were some times where concepts
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were difficult to clarify particularly in the more theoretical curriculum
areas and ·Mrs C was occasionally called on to provide informal bilingual
assistance. These instances by the end of the programme were
relatively rare and infrequent.

Academic language development can be attributed to initial bilingual
teaching where conceptual language explanations were taking place in
both languages and the information gap between English and French
was kept to a minimum.

The support given through the use of Rene's L 1 in the early stages of the
year probably gave him the confidence to activate his interpersonal skills
in developing relationships with the children in the class, which is a vital
and contributing factor in the development of communicative social
language skills.

Question 4
What other key factors contribute towards Rene's English language
development?

It is a difficult and anxious time for most native speakers when they enter
a new classroom on the first day, irrespective of whether they are
continuing at the same school or are starting at a new one. This same
situation coupled with the inability to communicate with a single person
or to project an identity would create a most fearful xenophobia in those
individuals who entered a school as a NESB person.
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During the first few weeks in the classroom, Rene was passive and it was
interesting to watch his personality emerge as he spoke for example in
his L 1 during a one-off LOTE lesson conducted by a French-speaking
teacher at the school. As Rene's interpersonal language developed in
English he was very quickly able to express his own individuality and this
was accomplished initially through his use of humour in English.

The teacher can assist students by placing them in groups with English
speakers and thus giving them the opportunity to get to know the people
in the class and also provide many and varied child language models.
Rene's ability to interact with the mainstream English-speaking children
has been an important factor in his acquisition of communicative social
language skills.

Once relationships were formed with his English-speaking peers then
interpersonal skills progressed naturally in the environment and the
mainstream teacher's task was simplified by the child's ability to
communicate in the playground and in the classroom. It is the particular
use that Rene personally made of the small group classroom
organisation that contributed to his English language acquisition.

It was the specialised nature of the conditions that operated in the
mainstream classroom that were a contributing factor to the success of
the programme. Through the collaborative efforts of the bilingual
support teacher and the mainstream teacher a rich setting conducive to
learning was provided and it was Rene who, by his desire to learn
English, made use of these very special conditions and completed the
teaching l<:!arning process.

•
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All of the above aspects have in one way or another contributed to
Rene's English language development as it is today. The four questions
answered in this study have been the catalyst for this research and have,
by their investigation, provided informed answers and insights into the
acquisition of English language both social and academic, by a primary
school NESB child in the mainstream classroom.

In summary, Rene has "progressed extremely well in every way at
school both scholastically and socially. He has exceeded every
expectation. Now at the end of the year his oral English is of a high and
confident standard" (Mrs. C, 1995).
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